
EX in terms of CDF ((w):

↳ (Integrated tail formula) nonnegative r.v. X:

Ex=P(X= t3dt =P(x2k)

if xis integervalued

lication:the longest increasing subsequence in a random permutation.

123456789 10

longest increasingsubsequence. Length ((t) =4
=⑧ 18:2019054

M ci = EL (n) = C in (following prob-examples- cool. pdf)

o Upper found k =1,.., n:

A(((n)3k3 <PK =subsequence of length:increasing) =IP U [subsep. is increasing?
union bound Green S
In subsep, is increasing?=(). I

↑nences

of length Stirling:k! (k/e) a
k 12

n-- =(e)2 k=4
k!k!

This found is trivial for sein. Will use itfor kifzert where... In

E((+) =P(((n) - hy = (2ei7+2 ①

y e=1 Erin
ane

integrated tail

↳found follows by symmetry from

E-Szekeresthm (1935):
*given k, e X sequence of

distinct real numbers with length at last (k-1(e=1)+ 1

has either an increasing subsequence oflength h, or a decreasing subsequence of length.

(proof by pigeonhole principle-Wiki)

=>*permutation has either increasing or decreasing subsequence oflength can.
I longestdecreasing

-> ((n) +D(n) =cr a.s. But L(H), D() have the same distribution (symmetry).
A Bach-Deift-Johansson theorem (1999)

EL(+) #EED(n) 1can
-

-

E"() => ELK<r/2 i. p(*<t] - CDF (Tracy-Widow distr.)
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ELY)CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS

Recall from measure theory:

Nikodymhehasbeen IS=buntable union of male sets with finite measures)

(x(A)=0 =a(1)=0 A+z)Lemisethetemerswerethe
Then I measurable function of:S -10,x) ("density")
Sit u(B) =(fdx * B =I

4:
=(f1dx

· M(B) =1de"="fdx =1du"="f =A "Differentiation"
dx

· More generally:
Ameasurable function g:STIR:

jgdu =(gfdx "Change of variable"

Forindicators, this is RNT E followdef of Lebesque integral.) - 41

Def A random variable Xhas an latecontinuousdistribution

if its distribution 2 is absolutely continuous war,tothelebesque measure,or

RNT=> Edensity of X:f==("pdf",mobability density function ofx)

X is more
likely here

·tiesin terms of polf:I Bone BCR: man here

Lebesgel

PlXeB3* 2x (B) *(Ad, i.e. P(XeB4=fa)de (x)elB

·Iwihmeaningof density:lebesque differentiation 1)Mem: takeB=18-9,8+5) =>

f(x) =himiecamera
1x-6123, in a

↑ (1x-61-2) =22.1(6). forsmall 50.
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·PDF:For B= (-0,x), (1) gives

differentiate
F(x) =yf(y)dy ==>f(x)=F(n) wherever exists, which is are.

by lebesque differentiation theorem

=>thedistribution of Xis determined by pdf, put, or calf.

·Interms of pdf: =Pud2,guffuide analogous to#X=E-2)x=e
for discrete riv

More generally, Eg(x) =3g() f(x)de

↑(Cherationof pdf)
1. Fr.v. Xwith absolutely continuous distribution,
the paff of X is an integrable function sit.

-

+20 and Jf(x)da= 1. (o)
-

2. Aintegrable function fiRR- A thatsatisfies (0)

is thepdf of some r.v.X.

⑫o 1. fI0 by RNT, IAMIda ***P(X=/-0,017 =1.
-

2. Define
M(B):=fd * Borel B. (00) DIY

Then M is a probabilitymeasure
on (1,B) (hymoperties of Lebesquemean)

Now let X(x):=x on (1,B,u)
-> 2x(B) =4(B)*E38ch => f isthe pdf of X. B.
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Example (a) X-Unif (a,6)=
ledf

cdf

Ex=Eufsid=aItlidn =a=ist=
(b)unitleastbrokenintoarecentasa given at pee in
1
- ext=x XrUnif 10,1 breaking pt.
↳

7 exx) =[x0 p

f(x)=1-x

-P
EC(x) =emfran =e(n)d= (e)d+ad= +

(1-D)
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